Ex Ante

More Might Be More, Too

I

n our last issue, Bob Berring celebrated
the new policy of the Harvard Law Review and
several other leading law journals favoring relatively short articles. On the other hand, the Fordham
Law Review – quite the reputable law journal in its
own right – has realized that by precommitting to
a bias against good articles that happen to be long,
Harvard et al. have created an opportunity for other
journals to do a little picking of super-sized cherries.
As the letter reproduced on the next page explains.
Robert C. Berring, Less Is More. Really., 8 Green Bag 2d 231 (2005).
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HLR Introduces GB

he Green Bag is inclined, at least for the
moment, to defer to the extraordinarily
sound judgment of the former editors of
the Harvard Law Review on the merits of journals
that specialize in short, readable legal scholarship:
“The Green Bag,” edited by Mr. Horace W. Fuller,
though styled “A Useless but Entertaining Magazine
for Lawyers,” is, in reality, both entertaining and useful.
The opening number is especially attractive to those interested in the Harvard Law School. Louis D. Brandeis,
Secretary of the Law School Association, contributes
an excellent article on “The Harvard Law School,”
which is illustrated with portraits of Story, Greenleaf,
Parker, Parsons, Washburn, and
Langdell, and views of Dane
and Austin Halls, and gives a full
and clear account of the original growth, work, and purposes
of the Law School. The number
also contains a valuable article by
Professor Ames on “Specific Performance of Contracts,” which
gives an historical review on the
earliest cases on the subject.

Dane Hall, Harvard Law School, circa 1889.
From 1 Green Bag 25 (1889).
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